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Julie Sweet [00:00:04] The power, actually, of
our partnership is understanding not just the
technology, but industry by industry, what are
the personas? What do they have to source?
What is the supply chain look like?
Jesse Hanger [00:00:20] Accenture has a
global team of more than 1000 Coupa
specialists. We continually invest in innovation to
deliver on the promise of technology and human
ingenuity. We are one, global, integrated team.
That means 24-7 'Follow the Sun' support for all
of our Coupa clients.
Karen White [00:00:39] We partnered with
Coupa to help a UK headquartered client
implement the full Coupa BSM suite to 57
countries around the world. At Accenture, our
Coupa team spans nine countries with a unified
focus empowering our clients to drive savings,
improve controls, deliver a great end user
experience and attain their sustainability goals.

Kathryn Mouton [00:01:25] Accenture is
currently guiding a large Japanese company
through their technology led transformation. Our
global Coupa practice includes people in 40
countries, with a dozen of those in Asia Pacific.
Our teams are built to provide local language
and country specific expertise to reduce the risk
in large multinational programs.
Jesse Hanger [00:01:46] To support these
clients and more, Accenture is actively acquiring
relevant businesses like Xoomworks to bring
new capabilities to the platform. We are
committed, along with Coupa, to drive
sustainable outcomes and help our clients
achieve their ESG goals. This is how Accenture
delivers on the promise of technology and
human ingenuity.

Terry Horton [00:01:07] We worked with Coupa
to design and optimize the supply chain network
of one of North America's largest food
distribution companies. Bringing together
offshore and onshore resources, the Accenture
Coupa team delivers operational cost reductions
and improved efficiencies.
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